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Newsletter

Friday 14 May 2021

Dear Families,  
 
This week I’ve spent lots of time going into classes, observing lessons, talking to staff
and students and looking through children’s books. I’ve been consistently impressed with
the quality of teaching across the school and the knowledge of our young people. One
thing that really stood out was just how understanding and accepting our students are of
each other, and how that shows in how they support their peers in their learning. It’s
been lovely to hear the encouraging words of support from one student to another,
spurring them on and keeping them focused and motivated.   
 
This also came through during our interviews for student internships in both Lower and
Upper Schools this week. Thank you to Ms Gunning who organised and led these. And
thank you to all the staff and parents who supported students to complete their
application forms and prepare their notes to take to the interview. The quality was
outstanding and many of our students clearly spent a long time researching and
gathering evidence to bring along with them to show just how well they could fulfill the
roles.   
 
I want to say a very big well done to EVERY student who applied and participated. You
were all fantastic. I’m sure Ms Gunning will be sharing the news of who was appointed in
each role very soon.  
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Enjoy your weekend everyone and we will see you bright eyed and bushy tailed on
Monday morning! 
 
Ms Camilleri 
Executive Head Teacher

Dates For Your Diary
 

Mon 31st May to Fri 4th June - Half term holiday
Mon 7th June - Inset day
Tues 8th June - Summer term (2nd half) starts
Wed 14th July - End of term
Thurs 15th July - Inset day

Budding Friendships 
 
In designing the beautiful gardens here at Muswell Hill, the previous owners put a lot of
thought into social interaction. They recognised the importance of the physical
environment in bringing together their language school students, in order to support
them in using their new English skills. As such, they created dedicated spaces in the
garden for folks to sit and chat. 
 
When I stand at the entrance of the Upper School and observe our students interacting
so organically with one another, I always express gratitude for our beautiful grounds.
Many of our students are building their first real friendships here. 
 
In Michelle Garcia Winner’s Social Communication Profile, most of our students sit
between step three and four, between ‘emerging’ and ‘nuance-challenged’. 

As adults, we don’t often see how these social communication difficulties manifest. This is
because adults are socially predictable to our students. We understand their difficulties
and support them inadvertently in our conversations. And if these young people are
bright in non-social areas (as so many of ours are), us adults can really value their input
in lessons and conversations.  
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These social successes do not translate into peer relationships, however. Peers value
friends who are interested in what they are doing, who can connect with them on a
variety of activities or topics. Unfortunately, they avoid others who are focussed on their
own special interests and they may even think quite negatively about the “bright” child
who routinely tells other peers about their vast knowledge. Sound like anyone you
know?  
 
This reality translates into difficulties in forming and maintaining friendships for our
students and left unseen can result in profound loneliness. We may think that because
our students have so much in common and share similar difficulties, that they will
automatically gravitate towards each other. However it is precisely their similarities that
may hold them back.  
 
I may be seeing much gravitation while observing students interact at break times,
however this has not been automatic. 
 
We must apply the neurodiversity support framework when helping our young people
make friends. Like everything, we must explicitly teach the concept of friendship and how
to make and keep friends. We have to break down nuances in social communication and
explain the relevance and importance. Finally we have to ensure that we are giving our
students ample experience to try out their new skills in a safe environment. This is
ongoing and evolving work for us here at Holmewood.  
 
We are so lucky to have such an outstanding group of professionals to support us in this
important work. Together we can make the most of our beautiful physical environment to
help grow and nurture budding friendships.

Best friends - Clara and Omolara with Mr Tonkin enjoying their Mental Health Awareness
Week Breakfast

On a different note, I have been completing some training in the Social Thinking
Framework with our lovely Speech and Language Therapists Ms Wallis-Jones and
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Ms Nash. Our conversations have really helped hone my understanding. Please go and
have a look at Michelle Garcia Winner’s website https://www.socialthinking.com/ which is
just a gold mine of resources on this topic. 

Wishing you all a lovely weekend. 
 
Ms Young 
Head of Upper School

MHAW - Mental Health
Awareness Week
 
This week at Holmewood School we
celebrated Mental Health Awareness
Week. 
 
The theme this year being Nature.

What is mental health? 
Mental health / wellbeing is your mental state i.e how you are feeling & how well you
cope with day to day life. Our mental health is dynamic (it can change from moment to
moment, day to day, month to month or year to year). It is very normal to feel like this as
children / teenagers / adults! We shouldn’t expect to be happy all of the time! 
 
Why is nature the theme this year? 
The evidence is clear that access to nature is crucial for our mental health and millions of
people re-discovered that during lockdowns this year. 
 
MHAW activities: 
Various activities were held at Holmewood to celebrate MHAW. These included a special
MHAW breakfast at both the Lower and Upper School, a Tea & Talk drop in at Woodside
Park and various Forest School taster sessions, for both Lower and Upper School
students, within our very own woodland at our Muswell Hill site. 
 
For photos please see the special MHAW Gallery at the end of this newsletter.

The Appliance of
Science - Streamlining
 
Victoria Class this week had to make
different shapes such as cylinders and
cones out of play-doh and drop them
down a large 1 litre measuring cylinder
filled with water. They timed the event to
see how long the different shapes would
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take to drop to the bottom. 
 
As the different shapes had different
surface areas some were more
streamlined than others. The students
evaluated which shape was the best by
seeing which took the shortest amount of
time to drop. They then concluded that
this was the shape that gave the least
resistance overall in air or water. 
 
In the most simple terms, streamlining is
generally aimed at reducing air
resistance as the airplane or car or other
vehicle moves through the air.

Reducing air resistance improves fuel efficiency, potential speed, and various other
things. While air resistance is a key factor, particularly for airplanes, there are other
practical factors that must be considered in the design of the vehicle, such as payload,
appearance, comfort for passengers, size, cost, cooling, performance, etc. Any vehicle
design is a compromise of many different factors. An airplane or car that is perfectly
streamlined would likely be very impractical or even impossible to use. 
 
Have a great weekend everyone! 
 
Mr Podichetty 
Science Teacher

Internships 
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It was a pleasure interviewing the students this week for the student internships on both
sites. The interview panel could tell that the students had all prepared and it was lovely to
see so many go for the roles. I was very impressed with the confidence and the attention
to detail that the students portrayed when answering the questions. I also asked
questions that I had not asked them to prepare and they were not phased in anyway and
answered very professionally.  
 
I have now let all students know whether they were successful or not. I would hope that if
they were unsuccessful it will not dishearten them and I urge them to apply next
year. The successful candidates are as follows:  
 
Woodside Park Student Internships:

Playground Mentor - Leon 
General Admin Assistant - Reuben 
Animal Care Assistant - Felix 
Library Assistant - Thomas

Muswell Hill Student Internships:

General Admin Assistant - Livia 
Animal Care Assistant - Maddie 
Gardening Assistant - Joseph 
Meet and Greet Assistant - Nico 
Recycling Champion - Amy 

Each student will have an assigned mentor who will work closely with them during their
experience and I hope that they gain a lot from this opportunity.  
 
A very big well done for all those who applied. You should all be very proud of yourself,
regardless of the outcome.  
 
Ms Gunning  
Careers and work experience coordinator 

Circle class have had a fantastic couple
of weeks. 
 
Mariah and Tomisin worked extremely
hard on their TED talks and delivered
them to the whole lower school with such
confidence. 
 
Well done to you both!
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In English, Circle have been working on their own portmanteau poems - copying the style
of ‘The Jabberwocky’. Portmanteau words are two words mixed together to make a
whole new word. Here are some that they wrote… 
 
Twas Saty, and on the grass green 
Did chippy around run playing ballfoot: 
All swooty were the chippies which mean, 
They all asked their parents for cream ice. 
 
“Beware the owl fox, my son! 
The wings that fly, the legs that run! 
Beware of the cat bird and shun  
The fierious wolf dog!” 
(by Tomisin)

Glossary: Satny = Saturday+sun;     Grass green = greengrass;     Chippy =
happy+children;     Ballfoot = foot+ball;     around run = run+around;     swotty =
sweety+hot;     Cream ice = ice+cream;     Cat bird = bird+cat;     Wolf dog = dog+wolf;   
 fierous = fierce+furious

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

'The Slugshire' 
‘Twas glevening and the sosy, school 
Did sminkle and Swaugh in the room  
All crepit were the merryool 
And they’ll careold in a flash  
 
“Beware the Slugshire children” 
The slime that sticks, the scales that scratch 
Beware the Tav Tav Goose and kiffen 
The devicious Ashdowatch 
(by Dylan) 
 
Glossary:

1. Glevening: Gloomy evening

2. Bild: Big and Mild

3. Sminkle: Smile and twinkle. Another word for this is Sminkling (A twinkling smile)

4. Sosy: Safe and cosy

5. Swaugh: Sway and laugh

6. Un-dash: A synonym for slow 

7. Crepiet: Creepily quiet 

8. Merryool: People whose job is to give positive feedback about school

9. Careold: Carefully told
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10. Slugshire: Jabba the Hutt like slug that is found in England

11. Kiffen: Kill and stiffen

12. Divishious: Vicious in a diva like style

13. Ashdowatch: A type of creature that can attach anything with it’s ever growing
beard

14. Stown: Stupid clown

15. Spelook: Synonym for spellbook

16. Sackle: Sad chuckle

17. Markbroad: Vampire species with a distinctive mark, normally showing a
personality trait

18. Jadfull: An emotion between sad and joyful

19. Scote: Scribbled note

20. Tonderfying: A terrifying wonder

21. Tav Tav Goose: A quotable bird that wears colorful glasses

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

‘Twas bloomy and scark the mullies lurk queaking around the scallway. 
All impating for a berson, 
And ready to call them hames. 
Beware the mullies, my friend! 
The names they call, the insults they make! 
Beware the heacher, and fear the terrifying scellar! 
(by anonymous) 
 
Glossary: Bloomy = Bad + gloomy;     Scark = Scary + dark;     Mullies = Mean + bullies; 
   Queaking = Quietly + sneaking     Scallway = School + hallway;     Impating =
Impatiently + waiting;     Berson = Person + braces;     Hames = Horrible + names;   
 Heacher = Horrible + teacher;     Scellar = Scary + cellar

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

'"Twas mark, and the rustage way 
Did leather and airret through the grack:  
Among the sithoning were echeps of shufflement, 
And the music of a strain could be heard flashing down the nack. 
 
Beware the mox stranger I don't know! 
The horns that hunt, the claws that dig! 
Beware the uprain, and snairake 
The fastening dealead!" 
(by anonymous)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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In Drama Circle have been working on learning new
skills of their choice using tutorials. 
 
Students have chosen ninjitsu skills, learning to play the
guitar, learning piano, magic and food carving. 

Last week Eytan and Mariah worked really hard in
cookery to create a delicious chocolate cheesecake. 
 
They shared it with lots of students and staff which was
very kind!

Circle took part in a lovely mindfulness activity, placing
flower petals in a mandala pattern. 
 
They all looked and smelled lovely. Thank you Ms
Mayuri!

Have a lovely weekend everyone! 
 
Ms Tavor & Ms Wiltshire 
District Class

Central have been hard at work since our return to school, and we couldn't be more
proud of them. 
 
They have been so dedicated in all of their science, maths and history lessons working
towards their evidence building for GCSE, and have attended all lunchtime and after
school clubs to go with this - amazing dedication from each and everyone of them. 
 
A massive congratulations to Maddie and Livia for being successful in their job
applications for animal welfare and general admin. We know they will be fantastic in
these roles.
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Charles is powering through his college
course and produced an brilliant drawing
of a bone that we were all very impressed
with.

Jaden is thoroughly enjoying his start at
college and always reports back to us in
such an enthusiastic way, which is lovely
to hear.

Wishing you all a lovely weekend! 
 
Ms Sherriff 
Central Class Teacher

Speech & Language Therapy News 
 
Two weeks ago, we wrote about the Social Thinking™ method, which is something we
have been slowly introducing to all of the students and staff over the past two years.
Social Thinking is a strategy based methodology which aims to build social
competencies. 
 
There are 10 core concepts which we have been embedding within the school
environment and which you can incorporate into your daily routines at home.   
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The 10 core concepts are: Thoughts and feelings; Thinking with your eyes; The group
plan; Body in the group; Whole body listening; Hidden rules and expected and
unexpected behaviours; Flexible vs. stuck thinking; Smart guess; Size of the problem;
Sharing an imagination. 
 
We will continue to address the concepts fortnightly in this newsletter and we plan to talk
about them during our training session on 18th May at 1.30pm. 
 
Concept 1: Thoughts and Feelings 
The clue is in the name! Managing one’s thoughts and feelings is key to self-regulation.
However, the aim of this concept is to think not only about our own thoughts and feelings
but also consider the thoughts and feelings of others; whether they are parents,
teachers, friends, classmates or someone unfamiliar. The first step is to ensure we have
‘social attention’ i.e. Are we listening? Are we focused on the social situation? Is our mind
and body present? If so, we can then attempt to interpret the situation.

Social interpretation involves ‘decoding’ a situation by reading non-verbal cues (body
language, facial expressions, gesture) and using clues from the environment to guess
what the other person might be thinking or how they may be feeling (this is known as
‘theory of mind’). Each person has thoughts, feelings and opinions about another
person's behavior and we are helping our students understand that everybody has
different thoughts and feelings about each other. 
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Our own interpretations often impact future interactions - for example if you guess
somebody is thinking something negative about you, you will be less likely to engage in
an interaction. By encouraging effective ‘social interpretation’ we support our students to
strengthen their ability to problem solve, leading to more successful interactions. 
 
Key take-away strategy: When I’m in a social situation, I will ‘check in’ using the following
questions: How do I feel? What am I thinking? What is the other person or other people
thinking? How can I tell? What are they doing (i.e. what is their facial expression/body
language or use of gesture telling me)?  What are they thinking about me?   
 
Next time we’ll be addressing concept 2: ‘Thinking with your eyes’. Please don’t hesitate
to contact Ms Wallis-Jones or myself if you have any questions or would like to discuss
anything further. 
 
Ms Nash 
Specialist Speech & Language Therapist

Mental Health Awareness Week Gallery
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Designated Team For Child Protection And
Safeguarding 
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If you are a student and have been harmed, or are at risk of harm, these are the people
who can help. You can also talk to us if you are worried that another student is at risk of
harm.
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